
Sermon Discussion Questions – February 12, 2023 
What Forgiving Entails – Part 1 – Genesis 45:1-15 

 
Introductory Question:  What were some of your thoughts/feelings in response to Chloe West’s 
testimony?  
 
Over the last weeks we looked at the business we must do with God in the process of 
forgiveness. Today Chuck began a three-week focus on the business we must do with those 
whom we have experienced relational brokenness. 
 
Point #1 – We must cultivate a solidarity with the wrongdoer.  

Genesis 45:3 – “I am Joseph. Is my father still alive?” 

• Chuck challenged all of us to read Genesis 42-44 and see the background to the 
“revealing” of Joseph’s identity in 45:3. What are some of the ways Joseph hid himself 
from his brothers and tested them? What did he learn/discern about his brothers?  

• What significance do you see in Joseph saying, “Is my father still alive?” Look back at 
Genesis 37. What was the relationship Joseph had with his father in contrast to the one 
his father had with the other brothers?   

• Chuck quoted Mirslov Volf (from his book Exclusion and Embrace) who said, “I exclude 
the enemy from the community of humans even as I exclude myself from the 
community of sinners.” 

o Why is it difficult to see those who harm us as fellow human beings?  
o What difference does it make to re-frame our perspective of wrongdoers? 
o Romans 5:8 says that “while we were still sinners, Christ died for us.” How does 

that imply God re-framing his perspective of us rebellious sinners? 
 
Point #2 – Acknowledge the wrongness of the wrong.  

Genesis 45:4 – “I am your brother, Joseph, whom you sold into Egypt.” 

• In Genesis 45:4 we see Joseph demonstrating Luke 17:3 – “If your brother sins, rebuke 
him….” Why is it important for the violation of wrongdoing to be acknowledged? 

• Why does minimizing a wrong undermine forgiveness? 
 
Point #3 – We need to cancel AND continue to cancel the debt. 
Genesis 45:5 – “And now do not be distressed or angry with yourselves because you sold me 
here, for God sent me before you to preserve life.” (See also 45:24 and 50:15-21). 

Chuck described canceling the debt as both a definitive act and an iterative process. 

• Respond to Chuck’s quotation of Tim Keller, who said, “Forgiveness is an act 
before it is a feeling.”  

• Chuck also said forgiveness is on ongoing process (a journey) because past 
thoughts and feelings of anger/bitterness can return. How are we to handle 
these thoughts/feelings (see Ephesians 4:31-32). 


